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QUESTION 1

Wendy\\'s theme was recently installed on a server. A colleague provided her with theme components to deploy, which
given design requirements, is packaged as an EAR file inside a compressed ZIP file. Which of the following is a valid
option for deploying these components? 

A. Use the web-dav-deploy-zip-file to deploy the compressed file. Use the IBM WebSphere Integrated Solutions console
or scripts to deploy theEAR file. Use XMLAccess to import the components into the IBM WebSphere Portal server. 

B. Use the web-dav-deploy-zip-file to deploy the compressed file. Use the webdav-expand-ear command to unpackage
the EAR on the server,then register the new EAR on the WebSphere Integrated Solutions console. 

C. Use the web-dav-deploy-zip-file to deploy the compressed file and use the XMLAccess command to run the script.
Use the WebSphereIntegrated Solutions console to add the runtime configuration. 

D. EAR files must be deployed using the WebSphere Integrated Solutions console, so she must remove it from the ZIP
archive and install itdirectly. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Rafael needs to create a way for non-administrator users to change the look of the Portal 8.0 theme. Which solution will
provide the simplest answer? 

A. Use multiple custom themes. 

B. Create new dynamic content spots to serve multiple CSS files. 

C. Use the new module and profile features to define and load different CSS. 

D. Create a custom theme style to be deployed in the theme\\'s CSS directory, and modify styles.json to include the
style. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Roger has been discussing iWidgets with a prospective client and has been highlighting certain aspects of the
specification. Which of the following statements is false and thus ill-advised? 

A. Three modes are defined in the iContext Constants (VIEW, EDIT and HELP). An iWidget does not need to support all
three modes. 

B. Overall page management components are provided by the iContext. These include iWidget coordination, page
layout and controls, andbackend service interaction. 

C. iScope is a mechanism to support encapsulation of an iWidget\\'s assests. 

D. The iDescriptor is a special ManagedItemSet which is always persisted by the iContext. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

The following code sample uses the PUMA SPI within a standard portlet. 

Sunil needs to retrieve attributes on the current user. Which one of the following lines of code, if inserted at line 6, will
provide the functions to retrieve attributes from the User object? 

A. PumaProfile p = service.getProfile( (javax.portlet.ActionRequest) request); 

B. PumaProfile p = service.getProfile( (javax.portlet.PortletRequest) request); 

C. PumaController p = service getController( (javax.portlet.ActionRequest) request); 

D. PumaController p = service getController( (javax.portlet.PortletRequest) request); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Bill is developing a portlet that uses AJAX to retrieve information from the server. In the serveResource() method first he
is setting "AdminName" request attribute and then forwarding control to a JSP for generating markup. Using best
practices, how should he print the "AdminName" attribute inside the JSP? 

A.  

B.  

C. ${requestScope.AdminName} 

D. ${portalRequest.AdminName} 

Correct Answer: C 
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